[Strategies for optimizing stimulus dosage during electroconvulsive therapy].
Core element of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is the induction of a generalized seizure. Stimulus intensity must be above patient's seizure threshold for seizure induction. As individual seizure thresholds vary in a wide range, determining optimal initial stimulus intensity is a challenge to the clinician. In the literature four different methods are recommended for this purpose: 1) dose-titration 2) half-age method 3) age method 4) fix dose method. to determine the most optimal method out of these four for selecting initial stimulus dose for bilateral electroconvulsive therapy of patients with schizophrenia. 40 patients with schizophrenia were treated with ECT during the studied period. Data of these treatments were analyzed retrospectively. Seizure threshold was determined with dose-titration in each case at the beginning of the treatment. Relationship between seizure threshold and age was investigated with the Pearson's correlation test. Mean age of the studied population was 38.07+/-16.66 years. To eliciting a seizure duration of at least 20 sec, a mean stimulus intensity of 18.37% (92.61 mC)+/-8.35(42.08 mC) was required. The patient's age showed significant positive correlation (p less than 0,001) with stimulus intensity. EEG registered mean seizure duration was 39.65+/-17.78 s, and mean motoric seizure lasted for 32.45+/-17.24 s. Variation between the lowest and the highest seizure threshold in our study was 6-fold. Having analyzed the different initial dosing strategies on the basis of the seizure thresholds observed in our study, we concluded that the age method seems to be the most optimal one for bilateral ECT of patients with schizophrenia.